World Cup Soccer

Rules

- Players are divided up into multiple teams of two. A goalkeeper designated by UNLV Intramurals will be included and is not on a team.
- Each team picks a country that they will represent.
- Using the entire MAC court, all the teams are on the field when the game begins.
- The goalkeeper will throw the ball(s) into the middle of the playing area.
- At this point, play. The object is for you or your teammate to score on the goalkeeper. But each team will be going up against multiple other teams with the same mission.
- If the goalkeeper saves a ball, it will be thrown back into the middle of the playing area.
- Once a team scores, they must shout out their country and leave the game. All other teams continue to play.
- The lone team that doesn't score in that round is eliminated. All the other teams that did score head back onto the field for the second round.
- As many rounds as it takes to eliminate all but two teams will be played. Those two teams then face off in the "World Cup Final" and the team that scores three goals first is the champion.